Abstract. Some newly-discovered arithmetic progressions of primes are presented, including five of length twenty-one and one of length twenty-two.
This third search can be used to test Grosswald's estimate, since it found all PAPs of length at least 20 with no term exceeding 646433 x 11(19) = 6270199705770. (It actually started with a bigger limit which was reduced when each of the 2 PAPs of length 21 were found.) The complete list of the PAPs found in the above range is given in Table 1 . Table 2 shows the actual numbers of PAPs found (in the above range) versus the numbers estimated using the first two terms of the generalized formula of Grosswald (an infinite series). Finally, in March 1993, it found the first known PAP of length 22:
11410337850553+ 4609098694200ÍV, k = 0, 1,..., 21, with a common difference of 20660 x n(23). It is extremely unlikely that this is the PAP of length 22 with minimum last term. That awaits another search.
